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FASTtrack(TM) Aluminum Screen Porch Framing System from ScreenTight

Perfect for residences and commercial projects, FASTtrack offers fast and easy installation to create porch
structure elements for limitless project creativity. The system allows users to screen from the interior of the
porch using flat spline.

March 16, 2010 - PRLog -- 3.16.2010 – GEORGETOWN, S. C. --- A porch screening system from Screen
Tight™ gives residential and commercial builders the ability to create porch structure elements for easy
installation as well as limitless project creativity.

Designed for residential and commercial applications, the new Screen Tight FASTtrack™ Porch Screening
Systems use a 2-piece system of 1” x 2” self-mating channels and molded clips. The channels completely
hide the clip fasteners for a clean, elegant look, while allowing for different configurations including a
railing system, vertical mill posts and horizontal rails. The system allows users to screen from the interior
or exterior of the porch using flat spline, in less time.

FASTtrack™ Installation

The system has two-parts: clips that attach to the frame of the porch and 8 
ft, 10 ft, or 12 ft powder coated 1 x 2 self-mounting extruded channels. The FASTtrack™ channels are
available in white or bronze and “snap” over the clips for a clean, professional look. To complete
installation, simply roll the fiberglass screen into the grooves in the FASTrack™ channel using the flat
spline or ProRoller Knife™ Screening Tool. 

“Our FASTtrack™ system offers limitless project creativity,” noted Guerry Green, President of Screen
Tight. “The system is easy to install and transforms a treated wood frame porch into a rich, elegant finished
structure. It adds beauty and value to the porch within an hour or so depending on the dimensions, much
faster than a traditional porch installation.”

ABOUT SCREEN TIGHT™

Formed over 20 years ago, Screen Tight™ is well-recognized as the leading innovator in the outdoor screen
industry. The company re-invented the method of attaching screens for outdoor areas such as porches and
redefined the screen door market by inventing and introducing its patented solid vinyl screen door. 

Beside the FASTtrack™ Aluminum Screen Porch Screening System for first floor or ground applications,
Screen Tight™ also offers a new MINItrack™ 
Porch Screening System for high elevations and second story applications and its original system that
accommodates openings up to 40 sq ft.

Screen Tight™ also offers a patented Wrap N’ Snap™ Column Wrap to dress up structural columns, solid
foam PVC and wood and wood screen doors plus a variety of products using advanced composite
co-extrusion technology. Products are sold in the U. S. and Canada mainly through hardware, home center
and building supply retailers. 

To request a free sample or more information on the FASTtrack system 
or any other Screen Tight products, contact Guerry Green at Screen Tight at 800-768-7325 or
843-527-7658, FAX 843-527-6498, e-mail guerry@screentight.com or visit www.screentight.com.
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# # #

ScreenTight is a leading innovator in the outdoor screen industry, offering the FASTtrack and MINiTrack
Screen Porch Screening Systems , vinyl screen doors, and Wrap N Snap Column Wrap Systems. Offers
fast, easy installation.

--- End ---
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